
Four types of person – well perhaps eight. 
 
Imagine a river and in that river are a number of people: 

• People swimming against the current trying new things, unsure of what’s ahead and 
enjoying the adventure of finding out, trying new things and taking risk. 

• People stood in the current very much aware of what is happening right now, actively 
looking for challenges and things to do  

• People swimming with the current, staying safe because they know what has come by 
and there are no risks – not working too hard, yet seeming to make good progress 

• People on the bank chronicling the events whether in words, pictures or music, 
describing what is happening but not being really involved; they may speculate as to 
what might happen and give the appearance of the visionary [swimming against the 
current] – but without the same depth of involvement or passion. See also the endnotes. 

There are four others who are described in the endnotes 

 
The four people are described by several eminent scholars in different ways 
 
David Kiersey1 identifies four main groups of people: 
 
The Rationals [Myers-Briggs NT], divided into four types: 

• The Fieldmarshal [ENTJ] capable of planning and executing complex strategy 
• The Architect [INTP] provide structured and structural plans not just for buildings but 

also aeroplanes, experiments and businesses for example 
• The Mastermind [INTJ] able to anticipate nearly anything that might go awry and have 

workable alternatives on the way to a defined goal  
• The Inventor [ENTP] devising prototypes i.e. perfecting new products and processes 

before handing them over to someone else – things that have not been made before 
 
The Guardians [Myers-Briggs SJ] which comprise four types: 

• The Supervisor [ESTJ] makes sure others do what they’re meant to do, eager to enforce 
rules and procedures; good at carrying out orders 

• The Inspector [ISTJ] scrutineers, attentive to irregularities and discrepancies; enjoy 
commerce and concerned about morality and usually need a superior to answer to 

• The Provider [ESFJ] makes sure others have the necessities of life, eager to serve and 
give time and energy to the needs of others 

• The Protector [ISFJ] shields others from the pitfalls of life and derives satisfaction from 
maintaining their wellbeing  

 
The Idealists [Myers-Briggs NF]; the four types are: 

• The Teacher [ENFJ] who has an uncanny ability to influence those around them and of 
helping people realise their intellectual potential 

• The Counsellor [INFJ] has a strong desire to help people realise their human potential; 
morals, ethics and spirituality feature strongly 

• The Healer [INFP] is a healer of people’s conflicts, they may be described as the tribe’s 
witch doctor, committed to the positive and good yet aware of the negative 

• The Champion [ENFP] believes nothing has occurred that doesn’t have significance and 
profound meaning, keen to speak out on social events, inspiring others to join their cause 

                                                
1 Please Understand Me ISBN 1-885705-02-6 
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The Artisans [Myers-Briggs SP]; encompasses four types: 
• The Promoter [ESTP] will put forward an enterprise and then win others over to the idea, 

especially able to advertise or publicise their endeavours and to manoeuvre others in the 
direction they want them to go 

• The Composer [ISFP] excels in the fine arts, not necessarily in writing or music but 
bringing into synthesis any aspect of the world of the senses whether as a playwright, 
poet or chef 

• The Crafter [ISTP] The masterful operation of tools, equipment, machines and 
instruments excellent hand/eye co-ordination 

• The Performer [ESFP] are the entertainers who delight in stimulating those around them, 
raising emotions and helping others to lighten up 

 
 
 
Roger Birkman2 has identified four career management profiles: 
 
 
Planners are people whose profiles are: 

• Job activities: planning, dealing with abstraction, innovation, new approaches and ideas 
• Style; insightful, selectively sociable, thoughtful, optimistic and reflective 
• Support preferred: individual support, time for reflection, time for difficult decisions, 

expression of feelings 
• When not aligned: Ignore convention, indecisive, see the worst possibilities 

 
 
Expediters are people whose profiles are: 

• Job activities: Solving practical problems, organising, seeing a finished product 
• Style; Friendly, decisive, energetic, frank, logical 
• Support preferred: clear-cut situations, plenty to do, logic, directness, group interactions 
• When not aligned: impatient, stay ‘busy’ for the sake of it, dismiss others’ feelings 

 
 
Administrators are people whose profiles are: 

• Job activities: scheduling, working with numbers or systems, detailed work, keeping 
close contact 

• Style; cautious, orderly, concentrative, insistent 
• Support preferred: organised, concentrate on tasks, trusting environment, consistency 
• When not aligned: over-insistent on rules, resist change, won’t confront, easily taken in 

 
 
Communicators are people whose profiles are: 

• Job activities: selling & promoting, persuading, motivating, counselling, working with 
people 

• Style; competitive, assertive, flexible, enthusiastic about new things 
• Support preferred: competition, self-assertion, flexibility, novelty & variety 
• When not aligned: easily distracted, distrustful, become domineering, fail to follow plan 

 
 

                                                
2 The notes here are taken from: http://www.careerlab.com/assessment/birkman.htm 
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Additionally, the medievalists and others3 
 
Four types were identified in the Middle Ages and summarised as4: 
 
 

The Choleric – The Doer 
 
 

• Goal oriented 
• Sees the whole picture  
• Organizes well  
• Seeks practical solutions 
• Moves quickly to action  

• Delegates work  
• Insists on production 
• Makes the goal  
• Stimulates activity  
• Thrives on opposition 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

The Melancholic – The Thinker 
 
 

• Schedule oriented  
• Perfectionist, high standards  
• Detail conscious  
• Persistent and thorough  
• Orderly and organized  
• Neat and tidy  

• Economical  
• Sees the problems  
• Finds creative solutions  
• Needs to finish what he or she starts  
• Likes charts, graphs, figures, lists 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

The Phlegmatic – The Watcher 
 
 

• Competent and steady  
• Peaceful and agreeable  
• Has administrative ability  
• Mediates problems  

• Avoids conflicts  
• Good under pressure  
• Finds the easy way  

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

The Sanguine – The Talker 
 
 

• Volunteers for Jobs  
• Thinks up new activities  
• Looks great on the Surface  
• Creative and colourful  
• Has energy and enthusiasm  

• Starts in a flashy way  
• Inspires others to join  
• Charms others to work  
• Good on stage 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

                                                
3 The medieval types are described in more detail at: http://oneishy.com/personality - why not try the test. These 
types also reflect the work of Jung and also the ancient Greeks 
4 Please note: in this presentation Phlegmatic and Choleric are transposed with respect to Kiersey’s comparisons 
with his own types – The Rational and The Guardian. These types also reflect the work of Jung and also the 
ancient Greeks 
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Comparing the types 
 
In comparing the types there is some selectivity in the terms used in order to bring out the similarities and differences. On closer inspection, this 
does not detract from the argument. 
 
 
The Visionary 
 

Author Type description Common threads 
 
 

Kiersey The Rational Strategic, planning, able to anticipate, deviser of prototypes and new things  

Birkman The Planner Abstraction, innovation, thoughtful, new ideas ands approaches,  difficult decisions  

Traditional The Choleric Sees the whole picture, seeks solutions, makes the goal, thrives on opposition  

 
The natural position is in the future; identifying where the organisation should be headed for maximum success, what might stop it getting there 
and to be the planner/leader – in business, this would be seen as the Managing Director or a Director 
 
 
The Problem-solver 
 

Author Type description Common threads 
 
 

Kiersey The Guardian Enforces rules and procedures, Enjoy commerce, Provides the necessities, supports others  

Birkman The Expediter Solves practical problems, clear-cut situations, likes a finished product  

Traditional The Melancholic Schedule oriented, neat and tidy, sees the problems, creative solutions  

 
The natural position is in the here-and-now, looking for issues to resolve to ensure the smooth day-to-day running of the venture and wanting to 
see the job completed – in business, this would be seen as the Manager 
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The Regulator 
 

Author Type description Common threads 
 
 

Kiersey The Idealist Teach & help, morals and ethics, conflict averse, looking for significance and meaning  

Birkman The Administrator Scheduling, numbers or systems, cautious, orderly, like consistency  

Traditional The Phlegmatic Administrative ability, mediator, competent and steady  

 
This individual ensures the past is left neat and tidy: developing others uses established wisdom, mediation comes after the conflict, significance 
and meaning is derived from something that has already happened. In business this individual would be seen as the Administrator, Accountant, 
Auditor or Lawyer for example 
 
 
 
The Chronicler/Critic 
 

Author Type description Common threads 
 
 

Kiersey The Artisan Can advertise or publicise, fine arts, masterful operation of tools, entertainers  

Birkman The Communicator Selling and promoting, motivating, enthusiastic, novelty, variety  

Traditional The Sanguine Creative and colourful, good on stage, charms others, energy and enthusiasm  

 
A motivator, creator, entertainer; in business could be positioned as the publicist, PR specialist or perhaps pre-sales executive. 
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Notes about the four types 
 
The Visionary is someone who can envision the future and is aware to the potential risks and 
likely ways to overcome them, if not as a Director, then as a scenario planner. These people 
appear to take risks, but in reality the potential down-sides have been thought through and the 
risks are usually less than might be seen from the outside. Perhaps the entrepreneur 
 
The Manager is a person who will deal with issues here and now, a typical example is the 
transport manager chasing the drivers to ensure timely delivery; often self-motivated but with 
a clear task ‘get the vehicles back here before 7.00 P.M’. 
 
The Regulator works with established knowledge and procedures to achieve a clearly defined 
goal; whether to ensure the accounts comply, children are educated or the company is not 
legally at risk. Normally these positions need a clear start point based on established fact, a 
precise brief and a defined end-point. 
 
The Chronicler/Critic is someone who is generally the spectator, not part of the team [see 
below, Endnotes, The people on the bank]. These individuals have the ability to speculate on 
what might be, based on what has been. They can be readily confused with the scenario 
planner or director; the down side is that the contingencies usually haven’t been properly 
thought through and their risk profile is high if they are in charge of an organisation. 
 
 
An interesting reflection 
 
In the Western world it seems that industry and commerce is run by the Visionaries and 
Managers who are looking to the future with all the associated excitement. Yet governments 
are run by the Regulators and Chronicler/Critics who are articulate, safe in that they only 
work with what is already known but spend their lives looking backwards. 
 
 
Endnotes 
 
The people on the bank, chronicling what is happening 
 
Life can be a bit like a football match with the players and the spectators. The difference is 
that the players tend to be supportive of one another and positive about the likely outcome; 
the spectators are, generally, quite critical. 
 
For example, if a player shoots wide of goal the terraces erupt with cries of ‘Rubbish – send 
him off’ [and that’s on a good day] whilst the player’s team mates have gathered round and 
congratulated him on his positioning on the pitch, yes the ground is a bit slippery and the pass 
coming in could have been placed a bit better – but ‘stick with it and we’ll ensure you get 
another chance to score’. 
 
How similar are the watchers from the bank to the football spectators? They justify their 
commentary on the basis that the spectator sees more of the game than the player, but they 
are joyfully detached from what is really happening and free to be as critical as they like; 
incidentally they also have 20:20 hindsight as their involvement is normally after the event. 
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One of the most evident examples of this trait is the journalist where, as an example, a letter 
sent to one of the national dailies pointed out that on one day, out of 32 business articles, 31 
were negative and the odd one was neutral – and this pattern was normal for other days as 
well.  
 
Another aspect to consider is that these spectators, by their nature, are quite articulate and so 
they readily find that they are the ones who are most strongly represented on the opinion-
forming groups such as talk shows and newspapers. And, regrettably, in preference to those 
who actually play in the team. 
 
 
 
And the other four types of person? 
 
So much of this material has been gained by people from professional families or from 
academia – two situations where there is often a competitive element and a desire to do well. 
Often investigators will be most comfortable amongst peers; this would automatically 
sideline the person who simply wants to work from 9 to 5, do a similar job each day or have a 
regular routine in a safe job. Has these individuals been seriously overlooked? 
 
The fifth person – in the boat, going with the flow, taking what comes – the Godswiller5 
The sixth person – clinging to the bank for dear life – the Jobsworth 
The seventh person – the ‘Ah, But’ would like to get into the stream but is afraid to 
The eighth person – the Peter, promoted to incompetence and would like to get out. 
 
 
Is there a dimension that has been overlooked?  
 
When looking at motivation it is evident with all types that some people work for themselves 
whilst some people work for others. As examples: 

• The directors who work for all of their stakeholders compared to the ‘fat cats’ 
• The managers who strive to deliver the best product they can, and those who simply seek 

promotion 
• The accountant or lawyer who works for the benefit of the client and the one who 

stretches the work to maximise payment 
• The performer who is on stage for the delight of the audience, and the one who walks off 

as soon as payment is guaranteed 
 
There is surely a case to develop and extend many of the profiling tools and analyses to 
include this trait. The outcomes would provide a more rounded profile of an individual and 
how they would best fit the position they seek, or the position they will be moved to. 
 
 
 
Steve Mullins 
 
August 2006 

                                                
5 It’s God’s will 


